Reading
Intent, Implementation and Impact Statement
Intent
Our intent is to enable our children to become confident readers with a love of books and the
ability to use their reading skills to further their own academic learning.

es at the heart of the curriculum at St Paul’s. We are dedicated to

Implementation
Reception and Key stage OneR
Love of reading and knowledge of books:

● Reading lies at the heart of our curriculum plans and wider curriculum offer at Horwich
Parish CE School.
● Children encounter reading texts daily, either through the ‘big read’ comprehension
texts or class novels/stories.
● Books are promoted and celebrated through book displays in the classrooms, the school
library and our virtual online library on the website, as well as through events such as
World Book Day.
● In key stage 1 the reading groups are named after authors.
Phonics and Early Reading
●

●
●
●

Phonics is introduced in reception class, within the first few weeks of children entering
school. The phonics journey continues into year one and beyond for those children who
need it.
We utilise the ORT Floppy Phonics scheme, which is DFEE accredited
Classroom resources and friezes are consistent to support children’s developing
knowledge as they move through key stage one.
Lessons are structured in four parts in line with the scheme's teaching sequence.
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Reading books and spellings are given in line with thePGCs that children are learning, to
support reciprocity between reading and writing. Reading books are sent home for
additional practice.
Children’s phonics knowledge and skills are assessed regularly using the Floppy
Phonics assessment booklet, which is passed up to the next teacher to ensure continuity
in teaching and learning.
The school has created an expectations document against which teachers can assess
attainment and progress.
In the Early Year Unit (year one and reception) children are streamed for phonics when it
is felt to be supportive to their development.
Children who are not meeting ARE in phonics are able to access additional support with
our SEN TA, who follows the same scheme and utilises the same resources for
consistency of approach.
Children who do not pass the phonics screening test in year one are given priority for
additional phonics tuition in year two, via the class teacher and the SEN TA. This
continues into year three and beyond where children do not pass the phonics retake in
year two.
Moving into year two, children who are competent with their phonics knowledge and
skills move onto the colour banded core readers to support fluency and exposure to high
frequency words.
From spring of year two the focus of reading in year two shifts towards daily whole class
comprehension, with reference to the VIPERS symbols as a way of referring to the
reading domains.

Impact
Data
● EYFS Profile Reading Data:
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Year One Phonics Screening Data:

The number of children achieving a pass mark is above the national average year
on year, with the end of key stage one result (retake) also being above the
national average.
Key Stage 1 Reading:

The number of children achieving exp+ is broadly in line with average and above local.
The majority of children leave key stage one reading fluently and able to comprehend age
appropriate texts. They are able to talk about books they enjoy and are on their way to
becoming life-long readers.
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Impact:
By the time children leave St Paul’s, they are competent readers who can
recommend books to their peers, have a thirst for reading a range of genres
including poetry, and participate in discussions about books, including
evaluating an author’s use of language and the impact this can have on the
reader. They can also read books to enhance their knowledge and
understanding of all subjects on the curriculum, and communicate their
research to a wider audience.

